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V. LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
64) Can you be required to know the language of the host Member State?
The host Member State may require you to have a knowledge of its language where this is justified by the
nature of the profession you wish to practise. In any case, the language requirements may not exceed what
is objectively necessary for practising the profession in question (vocabulary, oral and/or written
knowledge, active and/or passive).
It must also be noted that, whatever the regulated profession, your application will be processed in (one of)
the official language(s) of the host Member State and any aptitude test which you are required to take (see
questions 51 and 52) will likewise be in that language.
The procedure for the recognition of your qualification and any test of your language skills are two distinct
procedures. The recognition of your professional qualification cannot be refused or postpone on the grounds
that you do not have the appropriate language skills.
However, there is an exception to this rule where language skills are part of the qualification (for example,
for a speech therapist, teacher teaching the language of the host country).

65) Can a language examination be imposed systematically?
The host Member State may not systematically make you sit a language examination.
Each of the following documents constitutes sufficient proof of language skills:
- a copy of a qualification acquired in the language of the host Member State;
- a copy of a qualification attesting knowledge in the language(s) of the host Member State (for example,
university degree, chamber of commerce qualification, qualifications awarded by a recognised language
institution such as the Goethe Institute, etc.);
- evidence of previous professional experience in the host Member State territory;
If you cannot provide one of these documents, you may be required to do an interview or a test (oral and/or
written).

